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Notice of 2016 Annual General Meeting
The 114th Annual General Meeting for members of New Zealand Jersey Cattle Breeders’ Association will be held on Monday 23 
May 2016 commencing at 8pm at the Thames Bowling Club, Thames (for presentations) and Thursday  25 May 2016 commencing 
at 9.30am at the Thames Bowling Club, Thames.

2016 Annual General Meeting Agenda

By Order of the Council

Pam Goodin 

13 May 2016
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President’s Report

While the 14/15 financial year was best described as one of disruption, the 15/16 year has been more about gradually getting 
things on a more even keel.

The effects of the long running Jenny Taylor fraud saga have been well communicated to the membership through the year 
and reached a conclusion on October  30th 2015 at the sentencing. All that needs to be said is that it is now behind us.

The strategic plan has been completed and implementation has begun slowly. We are  hampered by the present state of the 
dairy industry and therefore our own finances. This is not to say it cannot be implemented, just the speed of implementation.

Your directors have long since identified priorities where resources need to be channelled with promotion and marketing being 
at the top of the list. A group of  qualified and interested  people has been assembled alongside HMC Communications  to 
guide us through the process. It is felt that the Jersey cow is less of a problem than the marketing and promotion of her attributes and advantages.

There is also a belief that Jersey New Zealand and the breed has not been presented well enough within the industry. We need to be alongside key 
decision making bodies and people of influence to promote the benefits of Jerseys to the wider industry and to ensure that new policies and changes to 
existing policies are made on a  logical, practical or scientific basis.

Our  future market is the commercial farmer who already milks Jerseys or cross breeds rather than only the commercial pedigree Jersey member. There is 
now a generation of farmers who have not milked and enjoyed a herd of Jerseys, a situation we will set out to change. A first step to reach these farmers 
was the publishing of the ‘Unlock the Jersey Secret’ which needs to be more widely circulated.

Jersy New Zealand has worked on behalf of all farmers who milk Jerseys often without their knowledge of our input. This is particularly so in the fields of 
milk payments and Animal Evaluation and is on a continuing basis. Our Industry Affairs Committee is active once more, reinforced with added personnel 
and competence.

As can be seen in the AGM financial statement, registration numbers have taken a hit which we hope will be temporary. Registrations are the base of our 
business and leaving aside the present milk price, should be increasing along with bigger herds.

Whether or not you believe or practice the BW system, it’s importance to the industry cannot be underated. While the variability and increased complexity 
is a weakness, Jerseys have continued to perform above their weight (no pun intended) of numbers and reflects their efficiency and relative importance.

Jersey Marketing Service Ltd has also taken a hit in income over the last year and with the retirement of Kevin Hart is now without an agent. Present and 
past Councils have always believed that Jersey Marketing Servie Ltd has the potential to add value to Jersey New Zealand and it’s members but has 
lacked support and currently is not a viable business . Deliberations  are ongoing.

Jersey New Zealand will be well represented at the forthcoming World Jersey Cattle Bureau meeting and tour with a large contingent attending.

The first full year of the Ayrshire, Milking Shorthorn and Jersey Breed Societies working together out of the same office has been completed to the 
advantage of all three. We look forward to realising the advantages of other synergies.

Council appreciates the devotion of management and our office staff during these uncertain and disruptive times. Sometimes tough decisions  have to be 
made and unfortunately often have casualties.

All directors have completed the governance training course run by the Institute of Directors at Price Waterhouse. This was specifically targeted at not for 
profit organisations.

I have been part of many committees over many years in a number of different spheres from agriculture to sport and music. This council over the last 12 
months is the best and the most enjoyable to work with. We are disappointed with our progress in some areas but everyone has contributed and the goal 
posts are getting closer.

Finally, we read and hear daily of the need for farmers to concentrate on lower cost systems, making best use of grass production and utilisation as the 
basis of a profitable farming business. Jerseys are unmatched for their ability to profitably convert grass to milk, the perfect vehicle for today’s tight times. 

Jerseys: Match the breed  with the need!

Ross Riddell
President

Ross Riddell
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Corporate Services Manager’s Report

This time last year as I wrote my report, we were feeling pretty chipper.  We had had to make some hard decisions, but 
really did feel that there was a huge amount that could be accomplished through the rest of the year.  

While many of the major projects were put on the backburner due to staffing issues experienced in the second half of 
2015, there were still significant areas of improvement in many areas.  Members are now able to complete many activities 
online via the website with the implementation of ‘online forms’ for membership, registrations and TOP; both the editorial 
and graphic design content of the Jersey Review has improved; all historic storage has been moved offsite; all extraneous 
furniture has been removed from the office and we now enjoy a much more pleasant workspace;  and we now have a 
meeting room large  enough to accommodate Council.  Numerous small improvements across all facets of the organisation 
are being made on a regular basis.

Despite my positive comments about DIGAD (Dairy Industry Good Animal Database) last year, we are still in exactly the same position.   
Where we expected more activity in the latter part of 2015, this was stalled and at this point we do not expect the ‘Breed Society solution’ to 
be revisited until later this year.  While this means ‘business as usual’ for the operation of our core services to members, it also means that we 
cannot request improvements or changes to programmes until there is a clear future path.

The administration for Ayrshire New Zealand and the New Zealand Milking Shorthorn Association continues to be absorbed by Jersey New 
Zealand, with very little noticeable difference to members of those Societies.  Synergies across the activities of all three Associations mean 
that there are clearly further economies of scale over time to be enjoyed from a staff and operational aspect.  Already, we are implementing 
‘improvements’ across breed – the best of all worlds.

Moving forward, there are a number of projects that will be completed and/or implemented over the coming months.  These include:

- Continue to improve financial reporting to Council

- Complete the update of the Customer Relationship Management programme to incorporate all three breeds and implement member 
customisation

- Write Standard Operating Procedures for all activities

- Implement a policy document to guide staff / Council alongside the Rules and By-Laws

- Improve the joint venture database

- Improve the electronic office and move towards a more sustainable ‘paperless’ office

Those of you who attended last years Annual Conference though will remember that Ange had suffered a major accident a few days prior.  
From that week until late January, there was not a day where we had a full team on deck at their full hours.  While Ange was undergoing 
operations and for a number of months was only able to work part-time, both Bronwyn and Carol also had extended periods of leave for 
major surgery and Warwick took time off to attend the World Cup.  Despite these setbacks, all Jersey New Zealand deadlines were met and I 
hope members didn’t notice too much difference in the level of service they enjoyed.

We have lost a further three staff over the last few months.  General Manager Warwick Dowse left in December and will not be replaced.  
Both Warwick and Council came to the mutual agreement that this organisation could not sustain a non-operational role at this point in 
time.  Warwick’s role has been absorbed partly into the Corporate Services Manager role and partly by Council.  Kevin Hart retired from 
Jersey Marketing Services Ltd in April, and Bronwyn Abbott also resigned in April.  We are currently recruiting for a new Member Services 
Administrator, and expect to make an appointment shortly.  We will introduce you to our new team member via newsletter, facebook and 
website shortly.

With Bronwyn’s resignation, we took the opportunity to reconsider the roles that were restructured this time last year.  The Membership 
Services Administrator role has been expanded to full time to incorporate the administration of the joint venture projects.  Angela Makara’s 
title is changed to Promotions & Marketing Co-Ordinator.  The expectation is that removal from this role of the joint venture administration will 
significantly improve our ability to promote the breed, keep the website and social media up to date, meet publication deadlines, and most 
importantly will put the emphasis for this role into promotion.  Finally, Carol Johns as Finance Administrator will take over responsibility for all 
youth activities, including providing administration support to the Jersey Youth Council.  

continued on page 20

Pam Goodin
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In closing this report, I would like to thank the team  - Ange and Carol – for a great years work.  Despite the issues faced you have stepped up 
and taken on new challenges, embraced change and proactively looked for ways to improve our performance, all in great humour.  Thank you 
for your support.

Thanks also to Council for your support.  Improvement is taking place not only at an operational level for staff, but also at a governance level.  
The implementation of new forms of reporting (both Board and financial), increased reporting from Committees and reviews of Rules and By-
Laws will all enhance governance of the Association.

Finally, thank you to the members who continue to support the Association.  We understand that times are tough on farm, and that this is 
reflected in the use of our services by members.  But it is also the use of those services that funds the vitally important promotional work 
undertaken by Council and staff, not always seen by individual members.

Pam Goodin
Corporate Services Manager

Corporate Services Manager’s Report continued

Promotions Report
The past year has been a year of two halves for the marketing and promotions committee.  

In 2015 our ex General Manager Warwick Douse headed our marketing / promotion area and worked closely with 
HMC to draft a long-term communications plan.  

The marketing and promotions committee has been reactivated in early 2016 with three new members.  
We are very pleased Phillipa Adam, Michael Newson and Steve Ireland have joined the team.  
The committee is initially focusing on the HMC communications plan and bringing it into a functional step by step 
plan for Jersey New Zealand.  

Resources for marketing and promotion have been limited in the past year both financially and physically.  
The recent role changes now allow Marketing and Promotions to be the primary focus of Angela Makara’s role.  

We will be working closely with other committees particularly Industry Affairs to promote the fantastic cow we all believe in.  Watch this space!

Delwyn Goldsack
Promotions

Delwyn Goldsack

Recommendation of Council - Expenses Review Committee

Rob Farley

After reviewing all relative information the expenses review committee recommends there be 
no change to Directors Honorariums and claimable expenses.

The Association finances at present do not allow for any increases.

We would like to acknowledge to the membership that your Directors undertake most of their 
work without claiming what they are entitled to.

Des Hickey and Rob Farley Des Hickey
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As you are all aware with the current economic situation it has been a very tough year for Jersey Marketing Services.  
A few months into the new financial year it became apparent that under the existing structure, Jersey Marketing 
Services could not become profitable due to an untenable commission contract split.  This along with economic 
climate for dairy hampered our financial result for the year. 

With the retirement of Kevin Hart in April, the decision has been made at this point not to employ a Field Officer / 
agent.  The intention of Council is to appoint the right person moving forward under more favourable circumstances, 
and based on the right retainer/commission structure.  Nigel Riddell and others have been filling the void until we 
appoint.

The level of sales achieved in recent years was not sufficient to support an agent (salary / vehicle & travel expenses, 
operating expenses / office time).  We will be looking into alternative ways of offering a service for members to buy & 
sell stock, and lowering the operational costs of this business.

Five annual sales have been (or will be) transacted this autumn in conjunction with Brian Robinson Livestock Ltd.

Trent Paterson & Warren Berry
on behalf of Jersey Marketing Service Ltd

Jersey Marketing Services Report

Trent Paterson

Warren Berry

This year has seen a restructuring of the Judges Committee. It now consists of four members, Ross Riddell, 
Richard Adam, Christina Jordan and myself. I would like to thank the past members of this committee for their 
dedicated service and commitment. Your time and expertise is much appreciated. 
During the year, a Judging School was held at Richard and Pauline Adam’s farm in Waikato. Thank you Richard 
and Pauline for making your farm and cows available for this day. Eight people attended and all passed. 
Congratulations to you all, especially new judges, Michele Capper and Jerome Ferguson. I would also like to 
thank our over judges, Richard Adam and Ross Riddell.
 In the next year, it is intended to hold another Judging School in the North Island and also one in the South 
Island. If your Judges Certificate has expired, or is close to expiring please try to make it along to one of these 
days. We do need more quality judges. If you are keen to become a judge, but cannot attend one of these days, please contact either the 
office or one of the Judges Committee members so we can make alternative arrangements. 
Thank you to all the people who have judged at shows or on farm competitions in the past year. Your efforts are needed just as much as 
exhibitors to make a successful event.
Finally, thank you to the members of the Judges Committee for their time and support throughout the year. 

Peter Gilbert
Judging

Judges Report

Peter Gilbert
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Industry Affairs Group

Members:

Warren Berry
Julie Pirie
Andrew Shaw
Toby Sneddon
Roger Ellison

This group above was convened in December 2015, so has had just a few months of activity. 
We have been active in three areas so far: 

1. We have supported a group, lead by Mark Townshend, who have had discussions for a period of time with the Animal Evaluation Unit 
of DairyNZ. Toby Sneddon and Roger Ellison attended a meeting in March, initiated by Mark, with DairyNZ Chairman, Michael Spaans, 
Chief Executive, Tim Mackle and Manager of the NZAEL group, Bruce Thorrold.
  
The discussions were wide ranging but essentially covered the following areas:

a. The need for the NZAEL Governance group to have sufficient farm  knowledge to test NZAEL management view of specific matters.

b. The need for more opportunity for farmers and industry stakeholders to review and comment on changes to the calculation of BW, 
BV and EV before implementation

c. That DairyNZ and NZAEL examine established research that shows substantial financial gains are to be had farming Jersey-type 
cattle. If they concur, then this needs to be addressed in the base cow model and NZAEL outputs. Some of the discrepancy relates 
to where costs are attributed – DairyNZ has some costs as per cow costs whereas our group contends that these are more logically 
per hectare costs.

d. BV for Fertility and BCS need more work as the current estimates don’t reflect what is happening on farm (See item 2 for current 
research on fertility BV).

e. PW is currently out of step with BW as PW is managed by LIC and hasn’t been updated when BW has been updated. This is to the 
detriment of the Jersey when Jerseys are part of a mixed-breed group for sale, especially if young stock.  

A formal response to these issues is yet to be received.

2. One of us attended a user group meeting of the seven year research project entitled ‘ Pillars of a Sustainable Dairy System.’ Currently 
this project is at the 2.5 year stage and is led by DairyNZ with contributions from other research groups and industry service providers
The programme focuses on two areas:

a. Cow fertility by aiming to improve the heritability estimate for fertility BV and by understanding why at least 40% of cows don’t 
conceive to a single mating. To assist this programme, a herd of about 500 animals has been developed, split into low and 
high fertility BV groups. Holstein-Friesians were chosen because there were insufficient Jerseys of low fertility BV in the cattle 
population. We were assured that the findings of this research using HF will be applicable to Jerseys. 

A study has already been completed using animals from commercial Jersey and Xbred herds that has defined most of the 
conception failures occur in the first week post mating. The causes of these losses at this time is now the focus of ongoing 
research.

b. Lifetime productivity: To date the research has focussed on the causes of wastage and what it is costing. Now they are at the 
early stages of projects looking at the longterm effects of colostral intake in calves, how to improve transition management 
because this is where most mature cow losses occur, and ways to improve the predictability of survival estimates by the 
NZAEL system.

At the completion of these projects in another 5+ years, the Jersey breed should benefit from improved understanding of fertility and cow 
wastage and have more tools to improve 6 week in-calf rates and not-in-calf rates and less cow wastage/deaths leading to more productive 
herds. 

Roger Ellison
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It is hard to believe that we are half way through the three-year term of our first Youth Council. In February, following 
our review of 2015, we reaffirmed the strategic goal for 2016 “Build the value of being a member” and set the key 
performance indicators under the four pillars of engagement, financial performance, marketing/communication and 
infrastructure.

The biggest challenge is building the database. Junior members are clearly identified in the database but members 
over the age of 18 years and under 35 years are disguised amongst the full and associate members. By identifying 
these members, we will be able to target them specifically when we run events pertinent to their age group. We 
began this process at Dairy Event by running a photo competition inviting “youth” to submit a photo of themselves with 
their Jersey Friends, bovine or human, to go into the draw for a rolled leather halter sponsored by World Wide Sires 
– the winner was Bella Booth of Manawatu. Youth were also encouraged to register their details with us at the Jersey NZ site at Dairy Event 
– which captured 35 registrations. If you know of anyone in your area – please encourage them to contact the office and join the database or 
email to enable us to engage with them and promote up and coming events. 

Dairy Event provided the first real opportunity to engage directly with the youth and two of the youth councillors, Colin Hickey and James 
Wallace, attended. Rosettes were awarded to the highest placed youth in the open Jersey classes and stickers promoting our email address 
(youth@jersey.org.nz) were handed out. Our initiative meant that the opportunity to award youth with rosettes was offered to the other breed 
societies and as a result all youth across the breeds were encouraged and celebrated. Our goal was to have a double page spread of youth, 
feature in the Jersey Review - not only was this achieved but it was very encouraging to see the “Thames Valley Hotshots”, winners of the 
Semex challenge feature on the front cover.

The first of our events planned for March 12-13 was a training camp for young handlers. Unfortunately, this had to be cancelled due to lack of 
participants and highlighted the need for greater communication – the database will help to address this but only goes part of the way. We are 
on the lookout for “Youth Ambassadors”, young people who are out in the regions and will help promote events, encourage “youth” in their 
area to be on the database, will provide a connection through to the local Jersey Clubs and create social events to encourage our vision of 
“Jerseys connecting Youth”. Currently we are just defining the job description and will be calling for interested parties in the near future. If you 
are interested, please email us.

This year we have been invited to send a Youth Councillor representative to the Jersey New Zealand Board meeting thus facilitating greater 
communication and understanding of the role of a Director. Those that have attended have enjoyed the experience and value the opportunity. 
To increase the communication through to the office, Carol Johns has joined us as minute secretary which make perfect sense as part her job 
description includes the youth. We welcome Carol to the team and appreciate her support.

In conclusion, I would like to thank the membership who have generously supported “Youth Auctions” held at Annual Meetings and 
specifically acknowledge Lower Waikato and Te Awamutu  Jersey Clubs who have generously donated to the Youth fund. You support is very 
much appreciated.

Alison Gibb
Youth Coordinator
youth@jersey.org.nz

Youth Council Report

Alison Gibb

3. The Industry Affairs group has initiated work to determine if Fonterra’s milk price formula is fair for Jerseys.  There has been an 
unprecedented movement in the relative value of milk protein and milk fat in the last 12 months, to the extent that, after correcting for 
the different production costs, milk fat is currently worth more than protein at the Global Dairy Trade auctions.  As yet, Fonterra suppliers 
have not seen this reflected in their Fonterra payment. We want to make sure this will be the case in due course. 

The Industry Affairs Group would like feedback from Jersey New Zealand members on additional areas to cover in the coming 12 months or 
so. Please pass your thoughts onto one of the members listed above. 

Roger Ellison
Convenor

Industry Affairs Group continued
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TOP & Classification Report

Classification Numbers Over time

Firstly, I would like to thank Tim Sneddon for all the time and effort he has put into classification and TOP over a 
huge number of years.  It is a very hard act to follow, but Tim has been a big help to me this year, with great advice 
when I needed it.

There was a TOP certification day held in Waikato in early March.  Congratulations to our five members who recerti-
fied and to Ross Riddell, who passed after many years not classifying.

I would like to thank all out TOP inspectors for their help this season.  I have to make a special mention of Robert 
Hall.  He inspected 3422 animals. That is a huge effort and means a lot of time away from home.  Thanks for all you 
did Robert.

I really appreciated all the help I received from Bronwyn in the office.  Her efforts made my job so much easier; she was a pleasure to work 
with and will be missed.

Member inspections dropped by about 3000 head this season but SPS numbers rose by a similar number, so overall we were back by only 
107 animals.

TOP inspectors are now encouraged to sit a Body Condition Score assessment to get a more accurate condition score given along with TOP.

We desperately need more TOP inspectors.  I have heard from some members that they prefer having two inspectors, to do that we need 
more people offering to go and inspect.  Another benefit of having more inspectors would be we could shorten the tours.  One thing we are 
looking at is working in with Ayrshire NZ to make things easier.

In conclusion, I have enjoyed the challenge of heading the TOP committee.  In the coming year our focus will need to be looking at ways to 
entice more people to be available as TOP inspectors.

Peter Gilbert
TOP & Classification

Peter Gilbert

Registration Analysis

2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 % change 
SPS Inspections 8914 10670 10334 10735 3.7% 
2 year olds (members only) 5334 5392 6321 4377 -44.4% 
Older animals (members only) 2502 2212 2130 1670 -27.5% 

2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 % change
Male registrations 391 508 582 405 -43.7%
Female registrations 12493 14890 11903 6949 -71.3%
All registrations 12884 15398 12485 7354 -69.8%
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Membership Analysis

2015/2016:
Resignations  33
New members  26
Deceased  8

GROWTH (Our source of $) PROMOTION (noise we make) ABILITY & RELEVANCE (actions)

Increase membership and use of services
Kick the Jersey paradigms into 

touch and start again
Represent all Jersey farmers at industry 

levels where decisions are made

Increase involvement in semen sales 
and royalty platforms

Prepare a communications and media 
program that promotes the Jersey Breed, 

JNZ and JMS

Build credibility at all levels in the 
value chain

Encourage the coverage & use of 
Jersey Marketing Service

Prove that JNZ provides a ‘value’ 
to members and farmers

Jersey New Zealand Strategic Plan 2015-2019

Growth 
25 new senior members join every 

year. Reduce the average age of 
membership from 65 years to 55 

years by attracting younger farmers to 
be involved. Jersey Marketing Service 

is only used by a small number of 
Jersey members and this must be 

measured and improved on.

Promotion 
Prepare a media program that 

targets ‘non-members’ and industry 
decision makers that have an 

influence on what breed of cow is 
milked.

Promotion 
Receive regular invites to attend 

‘industry good’ meetings at a senior 
level in order to ‘push and market’ 

the case for the Jersey breed. A 
united front is always better than 

individual lobbying. Jersey farmers 
should be the group that decides 
what happens to the Jersey breed.

OUR PURPOSE IS TO PROMOTE THE JERSEY BREED SO THAT IT SIGNIFICANTLY CONTRIBUTES TO THE NEW ZEALAND DAIRY INDUSTRY

Year Senior Associate Lifetime Honorary Life Junior TOTAL
2011/12 359 120 117 22 53 671 
2012/13 361 120 116 19 58 674 
2013/14 358 146 116 21 57 698 
2014/15 360 126 99 17 49 651 
2015/16 348 106 99 14 42 609 
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R Riddell (President) welcomed 61 members and Directors to the 2015 Annual General Meeting.

2. APOLOGIES
P Goodin, P & M Johnson, B & N Cutforth, L & L Beehre, R & J Dobson, R & J Monk, W & M Ferguson, A &
R Gibb, D Hickey, M Townshend, A & N Walford, C & B O’Neil, D & W & C Ferguson, L & A Wilson, D & F
Black, C & J Turner, A Hazlitt, L & C Pedley, I & C Jordan, W & K Shaw, M & S Booth, D & F Lynch, B & J
Riddell, G Collins.

That the apologies as listed are accepted.
T Ford / B Oyler Carried.

3. OBITUARIES
The meeting noted the obituaries of the following past and present members: B McHardie, Mrs R
Harrison, R Carter, E Woodruffe, R Belfield, H Grant, Mrs J Chitty, R MacDonald, L Harvey, J Price, A
Garnett, B Dron, D Ives and E Ellison.

4. DECLARATION OF RESULTS OF ELECTION OF DIRECTOR FOR THE COUNCIL
Following the election, P Gilbert and S Ireland were declared elected to Council. W Dowse presented the
two new directors with their badges. S Ireland thanked everyone for voting for him and commented that
he is looking forward to the future. P Gilbert thanked everyone and commented that he is also looking
forward to a positive future. Both S Ireland & P Gilbert thanked D Shaw for standing. D Shaw
congratulated the two new Directors and thanked his supporters. R Riddell commented on D Shaw’s big
contribution to Jersey NZ.

5. MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
R Riddell commented on B Carter’s report being withdrawn.
R Gibson commented on name not documented correctly in last year’s Obituaries should have been L
Copestake not L Hopestake, R McHardie not B McHardie. R Riddell also commented H (Herbie) Collins not
A Collins.

That the Minutes of the Annual General Meeting of 19 June 2014 be taken as a true and correct
record with the above corrections.
R Farley / P Gilbert Carried.

6. PRESIDENT’S REPORT
The President’s Report was tabled as printed in the Annual Report, there was no discussion.

9. OTHER REPORTS
9.1 General Managers Report. Tabled as printed in the Annual Report, there was no discussion.
9.2 Breeds’ Services Manager Report. Tabled as printed in the Annual Report, R Riddell explained that Pam

Goodin is currently attending the Ayrshire NZ Annual General Meeting. Pam plays a major role, and
brings a lot of experience in the industry. There was no further discussion.

9.3 Industry and Genetics Report. Tabled as printed in the Annual Report, there was no discussion.
9.4 Youth Council Report. Tabled as printed in the Annual Report, it was noted that Mrs A Gibb (Convenor) is

currently overseas attending the World Jersey Cattle Bureau meeting.

MINUTES OF THE 113TH JERSEY NEW ZEALAND CATTLE BREEDERS
ASSOCIATION ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING HELD ON THURSDAY 18 JUNE

2015 AT THE EAST PIER HOTEL, NAPIER, COMMENCING AT 9.00 AM.
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9.5 TOP & Classification Report. Tabled as printed in the Annual Report. R Riddell commented Tim Sneddon
had voiced that he would not be continuing but will have some future involvement. M Pedley commented
on TOP and that it played a huge part, queried where were we heading? He raised concern of the age of
our current inspectors and asked how this service will be provided to our members, perhaps there was a
need for change and perhaps getting together with other breeds. He also commented there are a lot of
animals to be inspected in a short time and suggested having a get together to discuss this at a later time.
R Riddell responded that it has been a very difficult time to concentrate on this with what has happened
this year. We have excellent personnel on this and need members to step forward to help out. Council is
determined to use the skills to move forward on this. Tim Sneddon, Maurice Pedley, Graeme Collins are
on the sub committee and having a sub committee will work. P Harris asked how many inspectors we
have. S Ireland mentioned there were young ones coming up. R Riddell responded he does not know
how many inspectors we have. M le Fleming commented on changing the time when we do it, spread out
the time doing it as it doesn’t suit the farmers. M Pedley responded that the SPS has to be done
Sept/Oct. With regards to the Breed Society ones there were issues in size of herds as it brought a whole
lot of pressure to be done in five day week. Farmers do not want them turning up on a Saturday. Jersey
NZ keeps evolving and changing.
M Ellis (LIC) noted that LIC has increased their Jersey programme by 30 bulls which means an increase in
revenue intake for Jersey NZ. He suggested that some changes need to be done. In order for Jersey NZ to
retain the contract it needs to be better. Not to race through the certification, its $40,000 revenue, the
info is critical and not negotiable and to be able to meet the data deadlines. D Shaw agreed with M Ellis &
M Pedley, we need to get the young ones involved and support them. He suggested having a support
person after their certification. W Berry commented on the state of the business and asked if we should
not perform, who is going to do it? M Ellis (LIC) said that the information is coming in too late and that
they do not have a ‘Plan B’, the responsibility lies with the Breed Societies and that we would have to
have a meeting. R Farley commented on the Inspector Day where he was the only Breed Society farmer
represented there. He questioned the agenda of CRV & LIC representatives who attended. He asked
where the direction is going, and noted it was disappointing to Tim Sneddon that there were not many
attendees. He also said that there was only one person younger then himself there. M Ellis (LIC)
reiterates that there is no Plan B, it is important that LIC remains independent. He recommends starting
afresh on a blank piece of paper. Work out the cost and the price may need to change. D Swart (CRV)
commented that the service needs to be professional. R Turner said that we have strong links to Ayrshire,
their inspectors may not be being utilised, and he asked if it would be good to have a discussion with
them. R Gibson commented with regards to the Association over the last few years, we need more
people involved. Council has got a great opportunity in the future and need to develop more expertise
below council. T Luckin commented that he is a retired classifier and that there were issues with facilities
and time. We need to be more accurate. He would be back on the job if he could have more time spent
doing it. R Farley commented that the current inspectors need to upskill, and the influence on BW. In
March we had four representatives and that we needed more on the training process. The body
condition score has a considerable effect on the score. M Ellis (LIC) commented that Dairy NZ are doing a
lot more at industry level but lots more needs to be done. D Shaw commented when scoring the heifers
we need to be assessing the cow condition. It’s a quick assessment and need to use a wider range. T
Paterson noted the average body score 25 kilo. Scoring in halves, getting under 12.5kg not viable. M Ellis
(LIC) agreed. T Luckin commented there is a timing issue, liaison Officers need time to talk to the farmers.
SPS herds may identify new members for the Association, but inspectors have to rush off. Farmers enjoy
time to talk. P Gilbert agreed with Tony Luckin and reiterated spending time with possible members and
members. R Riddell responded that he would follow up on this and speak with P Gilbert & M Pedley.

9.6 Jersey Marketing Report. Tabled as printed in the Annual Report, R Riddell commented we are going to
have more resources.

9.7 Industry Affairs. Tabled as printed in the Annual Report. W Berry commented that with two new people
on the board, we have sorted out the Industry Matters Committee and it is looking good going forward. R
Riddell added a lot of things are going forward and there is a lot of people actively working.
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9.8 Judges Report. Tabled as printed in the Annual Report, there was no further discussion.
That all reports as tabled are adopted.
R Riddell / B Montgomery Carried.

10. COUNCIL EXPENSES REVIEW COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION
R Farley commented on honorariums, and expressed concern that no claims have been made. He
wouldn’t like to think that this will become a precedent. He suggested that Jersey NZ make some
contribution to R Riddell for all his efforts, and that perhaps some Council meetings could take place in
the south. B Potts supported R Farley’s comments.

That the Council Expenses Review Committee recommendation as tabled is adopted.
R Farley / B Potts Carried.

11. ELECTION OF COUNCIL EXPENSES REVIEW COMMITTEE
That R Farley and D Hickey continue on the Council Expenses Review Committee.
M Pedley / T Luckin Carried.

7. TO RECEIVE AND ADOPT THE FINANCIAL REPORT AND FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
G Haddon, Cooper Aitken, presented the audited accounts to 31 March 2015, prepared in conjunction
with Jersey NZ Staff, Cooper Aitken administration and Colin Tasker, Crowe Horwath (Auditor). G Haddon
went through the income and expenses for the Group and commented on payments of $8,013 reflecting
the net amount 2013/14 not recovered in 2015 year with further fraud for April, May, and June 2014. W
Dowse commented that registrations decreased by 25% phasing issue 2014 15 year. The financial
reporting eg Profit & Loss were started from scratch. L Shaw asked why the semen sales for the group are
lower than the parents. The group should be higher than the parent. W Dowse responded that he would
look into that. L Shaw asked about the money that came in from ANZ, where was it sitting? G Haddon
responded that it is reflected in unsupported payments. L Shaw commented on the Council Expenses,
noted 2013/14 honorariums were not separated from expenses. B Montgomery commented on the
$100,000 loss last year. Where does it give a true record?
W Dowse advised that a budget has been completed; expenses will be $50 60,000 less due to
accountancy costs. Things will not be done how they have been done the last five years and Jersey NZ is
going to be very open. Unfortunately we have had to do a restructure. The money coming in cannot
support the money going out. He asked that members be patient, staff will be stretched. It has been a
very tough process but he is optimistic moving forward with Pam Goodin & Council. G Haddon to make
an amendment to Council Expenses, W Dowse confirmed no honorariums were paid last year. A Shaw
asked about the budget for Jersey Marketing Service Ltd. W Dowse responded that we need more
auctions and paddock sales and that the number of members that use Jersey Marketing Service is very
small. A Shaw commented highlighting the small profit, W Dowse replied “Yes small profit instead of
small loss”, commenting that he knows where we need to be and is optimistic. R Riddell advised we have
received lots of advice from Cooper Aitken, the Auditor has gone through and made some suggestions.
We are making sure we have it right moving forward. G Haddon commented that this has been a huge
job and complimented the team. R Gibson asked for the 2014/15 audited accounts; did the previous
President and Vice President offers any information about the unaudited accounts? R Riddell replied that
the accounts had not been audited since 2010. Councillors made a decision that they will pursue an
investigation with BDO over what actually happened. Over that period of time we did receive accounts
from BDO right up to 2013, not necessarily for audit. We need to be very careful of how we do this as we
may pursue BDO, but first we need to weigh up the costs and need more investigation into this. R Gibson
agreed that this should be pursued. W Dowse highlighted that no one here makes any noise to BDO. The
entity generates a Profit & Loss report from the in house accounting software and there is a process –
reports generated Auditor, General Manager, and Chairman. The system did not work in previous years
and the Board were convinced they were correct in previous years. R Riddell commented that BDO
correspondence was not presented to the Board. A Shaw asked if the Board had contacted BDO? G
Haddon responded that BDO declined to carry on with the accounts which highlighted issues.
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The meeting adjourned for morning tea at 10.40 am and resumed at 11.10 am.

That B Oyler is appointed as timekeeper.
T Luckin / B Montgomery Carried.

P Ingram commented that Other Income $168,000 needs to be broken down further, G Haddon replied
we have done this as per the Auditors request and will bring this up with them. A Shaw commented
further to the Budget, has council approved it and are the members going to see it? W Dowse responded
that members will not see the budget as it is an internal document. The budget will be loaded into our
accounting software where we will be able to match current to last years. He and Carol will have monthly
reports once these have been set up.

That the Financial Report and the audited Financial Statements for the financial year ending 31
March 2015 are adopted.
M Pedley / B Potts Carried.

8. ELECTION OF AUDITOR
R Riddell commented that Crowe Horwath also undertake the Ayrshire NZ audit and are experienced in
our industry.

That Crowe Horwath are appointed as auditors for the financial year ending 31 March 2106.
R Farley / B Harris Carried.

12. GENERAL BUSINESS
12.1 Council Appointments Committee. M Pedley commented following up what was done this year; the

Committee is to be appointed yearly. Appointed Committee last elected for two years are due to expire
this year. They need to decide who are the best people to be appointed and continue to have this option.

M Pedley would like to re nominate and continue with Bruce Cutforth, Mark Townshend and
Alison Gibb subject to their approval
M Pedley / R Gibson Carried.

12.2 Strategic Plan. W Dowse commented on the Strategy Workshop under the guidance of Price Waterhouse
Cooper with Brent Goldsack. Key outcomes: Growth; Sustainable business; Value proposition to be
examined (our relevance); Research & Development required; Education required; Need to understand
what members want; Credibility issues; Culture change needed. W Dowse presented a PowerPoint
presentation: Three things organisation must do: Growth – Our Source; Marketing & Promotion – Our
Noise; Organisational Ability – Our Actions (Goals, Outcomes & Measurements.)
WDowse knows of an external Marketing/Promotions Company to help us. We need more support for
Jersey Marketing Service; unfortunately it needs time and money. The Budget is head above water stuff;
first year is getting systems in place. W Dowse asked how many Jersey club members are there in Jersey
NZ Memberships, no answer was given it was more food for thought. D Shaw congratulated Warwick
Dowse on his presentation. J Ellis commented on how successful the Jersey Pride Sale was and we need
members to support the sale, it is also cheap advertising. W Dowse commented with regards to the
Budget we need to get more support from members. K Hart said he worked on 15 – 20 Lots and asked
how did we feel about that? This was a good sale. J Ellis said that we need to aim for a high standard. W
Dowse commented we need key partnerships; we already have one with CRV. He will be spending time
with Malcolm Ellis (LIC) to have one too and work with him to grow our business. A Shaw commented on
the workshops, it was a good thing and asked if it was going to be an annual event. W Dowse said it
would be as everyone was keen to have this at the next Annual General Meeting. J Ellis asked if all 3
concepts on the PowerPoint were going to be pursued. R Ellison congratulated Warwick Dowse on his
PowerPoint presentation. W Dowse commented we needed training for our governance group, and
thanked everyone who participated for their time.
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12.3 Massey Trials. J Ellis commented on the Massey trials, the Association has given $56,000, where is it at?
W Dowse responded that he had been to visit them and found it disappointing the trials had been done at
a minimal level. It costs a lot of money to have a peer review trial; currently they are trialling more at a
review level. J Ellis asked if Massey wants more money, will Jersey NZ continue, W Dowse replied no. R
Riddell commented unless something significantly changes, council will not be contributing any more. M
Pedley said with no formal agreement, he agreed with W Dowse. It seems to be all in the air and agrees
with council.

12.4 TOP & Classification. D Ireland agreed with T Luckin this morning with regards to TOP Classifying. The
new classifier needs to be relaxed and have more time and there are a few people here today in the room
that could be classifiers. R Riddell said Council will be appointing a new Convenor for TOP & Classification
and they will put their views.

12.5 Governance structure. A Shaw commented on the governance review and changes to the Board. It needs
to be operating correctly and it would be interesting to get feedback on how the structure is working and
going forward to have this right. R Riddell asked what the feeling of the meeting was, Council was very
open. Are you satisfied with the current structure? We have already made a decision and the set of rules
will be updated and asked to hear your views. B Montgomery is happy with continuing. R Riddell
advised that Rule 20 still needs to be there as it doesn’t always suit to hold an election. B Montgomery is
open to it but needs feels a time frame needs to be put in place having the appointment made and then
the election done. R Riddell replied that it would be up to the membership. M Pedley commented we
need to set up a new process and is really keen how it pans out and comes together officially.
Membership is still keen to keep together to bring recommendations to the next meeting which brings up
the question is six enough on the Board. Is representation as good as it can get? We need to get feedback
from membership. Does the membership want a report, M Pedley is happy to be part of that. R Riddell
commented that there was a discussion yesterday regarding this. W Berry commented six Directors are
needed not four, the six Council members are all equally important. Suggested run for six months,
perhaps we need more? T Paterson commented with the strategy going forward, having four elected and
two appointed are all equally footed. Asked how we bring a Director through to fill this role, there was an
issue when we had four and is still an issue with six. B Montgomery queried W Berry’s comment of not
having wide enough representation. W Berry clarified a wider representation of members.
R Riddell commented we need the best people and we have a good team now. B Montgomery confirmed
we need this representation now. T Luckin would like to back M Pedley, agrees we need that Governance
Committee there and supports him.

That the Governance Committee be reconvened and include M Pedley, B Montgomery, M
Townshend and D Shaw.
R Shaw / T Luckin Carried.

R Shaw commented the Review committee stands as is and is respected amongst the members.
12.6 Extraordinary General Meeting. R Gibson asked if the EGMMinutes held in Hamilton are going to be

handled today. R Riddell replied yes, these were passed at the Council meeting. R Gibson accepted this,
and then queried the responsibility of the financial statements by the previous Directors and asked if
insurance was in place to cover this. W Dowse confirmed this was in place. R Gibson advised that this
was not put to us at the EGM and opens up some questions. R Riddell replied as you can imagine this has
come up for discussion, past council vs present council. He confirmed that the current council will not
pursue this, as they felt it was all it was going to do is increase antagonism, nothing to gain. This is not
the same as BDO. R Gibson agreed, it was good to know and was not in favour of not perusing. L Shaw
commented without knowing the rules of the EGMMinutes, should they have been passed by members
not council? R Riddell replied the rules do not stipulate advice was given the EGM minutes should be
passed at the next EGM and there probably will not be another. R Riddell stated that the EGM minutes
were not passed at the EGM. R Gibson asked if the audited accounts are to be passed, W Dowse clarified
reviewed Accounts.

That the reviewed accounts for the 2013/14 year are adopted.
R Riddell / L Shaw Carried.
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12.7 Annual General Meeting 2016. T Luckin asked for dates for the next Annual General Meeting? R Riddell
replied they had not yet been confirmed due to the World Jersey Conference, numbers could be down for
us due to this. In discussion with J Pirie, it was agreed end of May, but getting the financial accounts
audited could be an issue. J Pirie commented her members were more than happy for end of May. R
Riddell asked G Haddon if the dates would be an issue and he was more than happy, just give him the
dates. R Riddell asked the members their view on this. P Harris commented it would clash with people
moving, may need to be middle of May. R Riddell asked for a show of hands who would be more than
happy to have it end of May. Majority of hands were shown. Ross asked for a show of hands who will be
interested in the World Jersey Conference, about one third showed interest.

12.8 World Jersey Bureau report. R Shaw commented in regards to the World Jersey Bureau he was unhappy
with a report they had done representing Oceania. It was not positive about Jerseys, GM – Jenny Taylor.
No one knows who wrote the report and it was absolutely terrible. R Riddell replied that he had had a
conversation with the Oceania representative who reported on it. Ross apologised and was very
disappointed this had happened. R Shaw commented that they had written Ross Riddell says “Don’t feel
sorry for us”.

12.9 Office Restructure. L Shaw commented on a different note with regards to the office restructure, who is
doing what? W Dowse replied two roles were made redundant, have one role doing Jersey Genes, Jersey
Genome & Semen, promotions Angela Makara; Financial Administrator Carol Johns; Registrations, TOP,
all member services Bronwyn Abbott. He added that five roles have been consolidated into three roles
and asked that members be patient through the transition period.

12.5.1 Governance structure. M Pedley returned to the restructure of Council, the reason behind reducing the
number of Directors was becoming more business focussed and the other Committees would focus on
other things. He recommended having someone from the Board representing the club members and was
happy to discuss this after the meeting. B Potts supported M Pedley’s comments, believing it helped our
demise having no one focus on business matters.

R Riddell thanked G Haddon going over our financial accounts; G Haddon said it was a pleasure working with
Jersey NZ and seeing the changes thinks it’s a great organisation.

The meeting adjourned for lunch at 12.30 pm and reconvened at 1.30 pm.

12.10 Field representation. J Ellis suggested that Jersey NZ utilise D Shaw’s experience out in the field, Don is
keen to help. R Riddell put this suggestion to the floor. R Hamilton commented D Shaw was very good
when he was with CRV and would be good for Jersey NZ, he has a good way of talking to the young ones.

12.5.2 Governance structure. M Pedley commented before lunch we were speaking about council
representation. R Riddell replied Governance Group to Governance Representation Committee, what do
people think? B Potts commented that he didn’t think that Council would have to consider, this should
evolve over the next year. Have Council considered another Field Officer? R Riddell replied that this will
be part of a strategy.

Review of Governance with representation.
R Shaw / T Luckin Carried.

P Brewster commented on behalf of Youth Council to have a seat on the Board, it would be a great
opportunity to learn and participate. R Riddell asked what the members thought and there was no
response. Council would definitely like a representative from youth council on the board. Would people
like this? J Pirie replied there are rules & legal things that would affect this, but fully supports the idea.

12.11 Conference timing. B Morris commented with the conference next year, it should be shortened to three
days as it would especially help the young ones. R Riddell was very open to the idea and that it had been
discussed. The consensus is that it should be three days not four days and restructure the days to suit
with more working sessions.
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12.12 Jersey Marketing Service. R Gibson commented about the observation about our future, growth of Jersey
Marketing Service. We have a unique situation with two agents across the board – Brian Robinson Ltd & K
Hart and Jersey Marketing Service at the moment is a wholly owned subsidiary with two Directors he
asked who were these? R Riddell replied B Carter & T Sneddon have been replaced by T Paterson & W
Berry. R Gibson commented that we need a succession plan to come behind our two specialist agents,
perhaps look at a wider field? R Riddell replied we are working on it moving forward.

12.13 Herd Recognition Awards. B Morris asked what W Dowse thought of 3rd place Recognition Awards. There
are 22 awards and asked if people buy something to get these awards? Are the costs viable? R Riddell
commented that this is not bringing in any additional funds to Jersey NZ. T Paterson commented that is
has brought more people into this organisation, and have brought more business as they buy more
semen, register more animals and staff in the office are not stretched by the time. S Ireland suggested a
financial reward as it might encourage more people; T Paterson responded we can look into that. A Shaw
asked if people want to receive these awards. R Riddell replied I know some people think it is quite an
honour to receive this. R Turner commented his son was quite chuffed on receiving his award and
perhaps an incentive could be more benefit to the association.

12.14 Jersey Review advertising. R Gibson commented on the restructure with W Dowse at the helm, he
understands we have gone through a flat period, but the advertising in the Jersey Review was not
enough. We need to expand it in the future. R Riddell commented that farming over the next 12 months
is going to be hard, but hope where they can members will support Jersey NZ, but not to put their own
financial situation at risk.

12.15 Jersey cow promotion. R Hamilton said at the Hamilton AGM breakout groups, we had a very learned
lady speaking about the footprint of the Jersey Cow. Nothing has been reported on this and something if
we can prove that the Jersey Cow has something to offer. R Riddell agreed she was a good speaker on
the light footprint on the Jersey cow. R Hamilton said he would like it published, R Shaw would like to see
published articles on what the Jersey cow can do. R Riddell replied this is part of our strategy and
suggested doing a booklet or including it in our Jersey Review. Have examples of what works for some
and not others. W Dowse said we have thought about it, highlighted Noise on Marketing & Promotion.
Looking at entities and looking at out sourcing.

12.16 2016 Annual Conference Thames Valley. R Riddell call upon J Pirie on behalf of Thames Valley Jersey Club
to address the meeting, J Pirie showed PowerPoint promoting the conference.
R Riddell asked who would like to host the AGM after 2016, there was no response.

R Riddell expressed how well the meeting went today, and thanked everyone for their attendance. M Pedley
thanked the team at the table and R Riddell for stepping up, members really appreciate what he has done. He
asked everyone to show their appreciation. R Riddell replied that we have a good team and everything will be
OK.

That being all the business the meeting was closed at 2.15 pm.

President: …………………………………………………………………. Date: ………………………………………….
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Notice of Motion - Proposed Rule Changes
                                                                                                                                       

Please note that proposed changes to Rules 1, 13, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20.3 20.15, 24, 25.3, 27.2, 27.8, 28, 29, 37,
38, 42, 45, 6 48 are changes to terminology only (e.g. Council is now referred to as Board, independent
Directors are now referred to as appointed Directors) and do not alter the rule in any other way.

That the existing Rule 1 be revoked and replaced with the following:
Name:
1. The name of the Association is ‘New Zealand Jersey Cattle Breeders Association (Incorporated)’

trading as ‘Jersey New Zealand’.

That the existing Rule 3.6 be revoked and replaced with the following:

3.6 Subject to the provisions of the Incorporated Societies Act, 1908, to purchase, hire, take on
lease, or otherwise acquire, for the purpose of the Association, lands, tenements, houses,
parts of houses, chattels, company shares, and all other assets and/or property of whatever
nature and to sell, let and dispose of the same;

That the existing Rule 7.2 (d) and (e) be revoked and replaced with the following:

(d) Lifetime: Any Senior member who has been admitted to Lifetime membership by payment of a
lump sum subscription prior to 10 June 1993. Lifetime membership is not transferable and for
partnerships, companies and other corporate bodies, can only be enjoyed by and is thereby
personalised to the nominee holding voting rights of any such body.

(e) Retired. Any member who has retired from farming Jersey cattle, not requiring to register
animals but who wish to retain an active interest in the breed. There are no voting rights nor
eligibility to hold any elected office of the Association. By permission of the Chairperson of any
meeting the voice may be heard. Retired members shall be entitled to receive the official
publication of the New Zealand Jersey Cattle Breeders Association

That the existing Rule 12.1 be revoked and replaced with the following:

Expulsion of member
12.1 Any member of the Association or of the Board who shall fail in the observance of any

lawful rule, regulation or by law made by the Board, or whose conduct in any respect shall
be, in the opinion of the Board, derogatory to the character or prejudicial to the objects
and interests of the Association, may be expelled from the membership of the Association
(and if a member of the Board from the Board) by resolution of the Board to that effect
passed by a majority of at least two thirds of such members of the Board as shall be
present, and vote at a Special Board Meeting, of which not less than 21 days previous
notice specifying the intentions to propose a motion to such effect shall have been sent to
all the members of the Board, and at which not less than four members of the Board,
exclusive of the member whose expulsion is in question, if he happens to be a member of
the Board, shall be present.

Proposed Rule Changes 

May 2016 
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That the existing Rule 13 be revoked and replaced with the following:

Management
13.1 Save as provided for in rule 18 of the Rules, the Association will be managed by a Board of six. This

will comprise of four elected directors and two appointed directors (hereinafter referred to in these
Rules as the Board).

13.2 At the Annual Meeting in the year 2014, and every year following, a sub committee of three people
shall be elected (known as Appointments Panel). This panel will appoint two appointed directors in
the year 2014, and subsequent to this appoint appointed directors as vacancies arise. This will be
done by the panel after consulting with the Board around additional skills or board balance and
within 60 days of the vacancy arising.

13.3 Two appointed directors shall be appointed for a maximum term of two years, which may be
renewed for further terms of up to two years each by the Appointments Panel. Any renewal of an
appointed director’s appointment shall be subject to confirmation at the Annual Meeting following
the Appointment Panel’s resolution to renew the appointment.

13.4 Appointed directors appointed shall become a member of the Association prior to commencing his or
her term as a director of the Council.

13.5 Appointed directors appointed by the Appointment Panel shall have the same powers and
obligations to the Association as an elected director.

That the existing Rule 15 be revoked and replaced with the following:

Officers of Association
15. The existing Board, President of the Association, Vice President and other officers, shall remain in

office until the next Annual Meeting of the Association, or until their successors are elected in
manner provided by these Rules.

That the existing Rule 16 be revoked and replaced with the following:

Election of President and Vice President
16.1 Immediately after each Annual Meeting a President and Vice President shall be elected by Directors

of the Board for the ensuing year. Such President and Vice President shall be elected from Directors
of the Board.

16.2 In the event of an equality of votes at Board meetings the President, and in his absence the Vice
President, shall have a casting vote in addition to the vote to which he may be entitled as a director
of the Board.

That the existing Rule 17 be revoked and replaced with the following:

Constitution of Board
17.1 The elected members of the Board shall be elected from the members of the Association entitled to

vote, as set out in rule 7 of the Rules, and shall hold office for a term of four years, following which
they shall retire. Any such retiring member shall be immediately eligible for re election.

17.2 Elected members of the Board shall be known as Directors of the Board.
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That the existing Rule 18 be revoked and all subsequent rules renumbers accordingly

That the existing Rule 19 be revoked and replaced with the following Rule 20:

Vacation of Office
20. The office of a member of the Board shall be vacated if he absents himself from two (2) consecutive

meetings of the Board without special leave of absence being granted at a duly constituted meeting
of the Board.

That the existing Rule 20 be revoked and replaced with the following Rule 21:

Election of Directors to the Board.
21. The mode of election of directors to the Board shall be as set out in this rule 20.

21.1 The Board shall before the annual election is held appoint a Returning Officer who shall not be
a member of the Association.

21.2 The Secretary shall at least three calendar months before each Annual Meeting for which an
election is to take place send by posted notice to each voting member of the Association
notice of the intended election of two directors to the Board.

21.3 Any member of the Association entitled to vote may nominate a member for election to the
Board.

21.4 Nominations shall be in writing, signed by the proposing member and the member nominated
and posted or handed to the Secretary so as to be received by the Secretary by a date to be
fixed by the Board such date being not later than two calendar months before the date of the
next ensuing Annual Meeting.

21.5 The Secretary shall forthwith, after closing of such nominations, cause to be prepared printed
voting papers, in such form approved by the Board, and shall post one of such voting papers to
each member entitled to vote.

21.6 The form of the voting papers shall provide for two Directors to be elected at each bi annual
election.

21.7 The voting paper shall be returned to the Returning Officer by a date to be fixed by the Board,
such date not being less than one month before the ensuing Annual Meeting.

21.8 Each member of the Association entitled to vote shall have one vote.

21.9 Following the closing of the voting, the Secretary shall forthwith hand to the Returning Officer
a list of all non financial members of the Association. The Returning Officer shall detach and
hand to the Secretary the slips attached to the voting papers bearing the members’ signatures
and the Secretary shall upon completion of checking of the eligibility of the members’ voting
report in writing to the Returning Officer.

21.10 Subject to the right of any candidate to a re count, as provided for in clause 20.12 of the Rules,
the Returning Officer shall not less than fourteen days before the Annual Meeting, by writing
delivered to the Secretary, report the result of the election and the number of votes validly
cast for candidates, and declare the two candidates with the highest number of votes, in
accordance with sub clause 20.6 above, as a director of the Board.

21.11 The Secretary shall forthwith report in writing the result of the election to each candidate and
publish the same in the official publication for the time being of the Association.
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21.12 Any unsuccessful candidate may require a re count of the votes cast at any election by
delivering to the Secretary within seven days after the date of the declaration of the result of
the election a notice in writing that he or she desires a re count. The notice shall be
accompanied by payment of $50 to the Association towards the cost of the re count. Such re
count shall be conducted as soon as possible by the Returning Officer who shall give notice to
each of the candidates in the election of the time and place of the re count. Each candidate
and the Board shall be entitled to appoint their own scrutiniser who shall be entitled to be
present during any such re count. In the event of a different result arising, following the re
count, the candidate with the highest number of votes validly cast for the directorship shall on
the Declaration of the Returning Officer be deemed to be elected as a member of the Board, in
lieu of the candidate previously declared elected, and in such event the $50 paid to the
Secretary shall be refunded to the candidate who made payment.

21.13 In the event of an equality of votes, the two candidates to be declared elected as directors of
the Board, shall be determined by lot by the Returning Officer.

21.14 Voting papers shall be retained by the Returning Officer for three months from the date of the
election or re count, as the case may be, and shall then be destroyed.

21.15 In the event of a vacancy arising on the Board and subject to rule 21 of the Rules, this rule 20
shall apply to any election of a new director (with appropriate amendments), except the
Secretary shall at least two months before the date of the election is to be held, send notice to
all members of the intended election of a director to the Board. Nominations for the election
must be received by the Secretary no later than one month before the date of the election.

That the existing Rule 21 be revoked and replaced with the following Rule 22:

Vacancies in Offices
22.1 Any vacancies which may occur in the office of President or Vice President, or in the Board, shall be

filled up by the Board, or at the discretion of the Board by an election, in accordance with these
Rules. Any member so elected by the Board or by such election, as the case may be, shall retain his
office so long only as the member in whose place he/she is appointed would have retained it if no
vacancy had occurred, when he/her shall retire.

22.2 The Board shall be deemed to be duly constituted, and shall continue to possess all the powers
hereinafter mentioned, notwithstanding any vacancies in its body, but such vacancies shall be filled
up as soon as, in the judgement of the Board, is possible and expedient, in the manner provided in
the preceding paragraph.

That the existing Rule 22 be revoked

That the existing Rule 23 be revoked and replaced with the following:

Quorum of the Board
23. The quorum of the Board shall be four.

That the existing Rule 24 be revoked and replaced with the following:

Powers and Duties of the Board
24. The Board shall exercise all the powers and perform all the duties for which the Association has been

established unless required to be exercised and performed otherwise by Statute, and shall have full
power to do all such things as may be incidental or conducive to the attainment of the objects of the
Association mentioned in these Rules.
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That the existing Rule 25.2 and 25.3 be revoked and replaced with the following:

25.2 Alteration of Regulations and By Laws.
It may from time to time, alter and rescind regulations and by laws for registering the names
and addresses of members, for conducting the business and carrying out the objects of the
Association and for conducting the business of the Board. Provided nevertheless that no such
resolution of the Board shall be varied or rescinded unless the resolution varying or rescinding
the same be passed at one meeting of the Board and confirmed at a subsequent meeting.

25.3 Fines.
The Board may impose fines of not more than one hundred dollars for breach of any of these
Rules or any Regulation or By Laws or it may require a member to pay the whole or any part of
the expenses incurred prior to and at any such breach.

That the existing Rule 27.2, 27.8 and 27.10 be revoked and replaced with the following:

27.2 Current expenses
In payment of current expenses and other disbursements of the Board, including travelling
expenses of members of the Board and Officers of the Association, in conduct of the business
of the Association or in relation thereto.

27.8 Payment of loans
In payment of the interest and repayment of the principal of any monies borrowed by the
Association, or in constituting a reserve fund to meet future contingencies, or in reducing the
price charged for any publication of the Association, or generally upon or for any object or
purpose expressed or implied by these rules, but the Board shall have power (subject always
to the provisions of Rule 26 hereof, and to subsisting engagements) from time to time to vary
the application of the funds of the Association in such manner as it may think fit.

27.10 Expenses of inquiry
In defraying all expenses of, or connected with, the conduct of any inquiry under these Rules.

That the existing Rule 28 be revoked and replaced with the following:

Annual Meeting
28. The Board shall convene and hold an Annual meeting of the Association in such month, and on such

day, and at such place, as it shall from time to time appoint.

That the existing Rule 29 be revoked and replaced with the following:

General meetings
29. The Board may from time to time call General Meetings of the Association, such General Meetings

shall be called Ordinary Meetings, and all other General Meetings shall be called Extraordinary
Meetings.

That the existing Rule 30 be revoked and replaced with the following:

Extraordinary Meetings
30. The Board may, whenever it thinks fit, and it shall, upon a requisition made in writing by not less than

one tenth in number of the members of the Association eligible to vote, convene an Extraordinary
General Meeting.
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That the existing Rule 37 be revoked and replaced with the following:

37. All questions and matters brought before the General Meetings (except the election of Members of
the Board, which shall be decided as hereinbefore provided) shall be decided by a majority of votes
of the members present, each member having one vote, and in the case of an equality of votes, the
Chairman of the meeting shall have a second or casting vote, in addition to his vote as a member.

That the existing Rule 38 be revoked and replaced with the following:

38. At General Meetings of the Association twenty voting members shall form a quorum.

38.1 Voting shall be by show of hands or, on demand of the Chairman or any member present, by a
poll of members.

38.2 In the case of an equality of votes the Chairman shall, both on a showing of hands and a poll,
have a casting vote in addition to the vote he may be entitled to have as a member.

38.3 If a poll is demanded it shall be taken in such manner and at such time and place as the
Chairman of the meeting directs, and either at once or after an interval or adjournment or
otherwise, and the result of the poll shall be deemed to be a resolution of the meeting at
which the poll was demanded. The demand for a poll may be withdrawn.

38.4 The Board may resolve to accept voting by proxy and in accordance with any such resolution
members eligible to vote may vote by proxy. The form of the proxy shall be determined by the
Board and proxy forms will be sent by the Secretary to members eligible to vote with the
notice of the meeting as set out in rule 33 of the Rules. No other proxy voting will be
permitted.

38.5 To determine an issue already lawfully before a General Meeting (including any amendment to
these Rules) the Board may resolve to hold a postal ballot in accordance with the procedures
set out in clause 38.7 of this Rule.

38.6 In respect of postal ballots held under this Rule:

(a) Only financial members may vote in any postal ballot.

(b) The resolution to hold a postal ballot shall state a closing date and time for ballots
to be received by the Secretary, but the closing date shall be no earlier than a
fortnight after the date ballot papers are sent out to members (excluding the date
of posting).

(c) In respect of any motion to amend these rules by postal ballot, the motion shall be
accompanied by the reasons and recommendations and the total number of postal
ballots cast by members shall total not be less than 25% of the membership eligible
to vote and the motion must be passed by a two thirds majority of those voting.

(d) Voting in a postal ballot may be by ballots returned to the Secretary by postal mail,
courier delivery or facsimile.

(e) The Secretary shall declare the result of the postal ballot.

(f) The result of the postal ballot shall be as effective and binding on members as a
resolution passed at a General Meeting.
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That the existing Rule 40 be revoked and replaced with the following:

Notices
40. A notice may be served by, or on behalf of the Association, upon a member personally or by sending

through the post in a prepaid letter, addressed to the member at his registered place of abode as
well as electronically where applicable.

That the existing Rule 41 be revoked and replaced with the following:

Secretary
41. The Secretary shall keep the books of the Association and shall conduct the correspondence, attend

all meetings and receive members subscriptions and enter up the minutes of all meetings and shall
forthwith bank all monies received for or on account of the Association to the credit of the
Association and shall sign all accounts of the Association.
The Secretary will be deemed to be the most senior employed staff member, reporting directly to the
Board. The Board may alter the position title from time to time as it sees fit.

That the existing Rule 42 be revoked and replaced with the following:

Seal.
42. The Association shall have a Common Seal bearing the words ‘New Zealand Jersey Cattle Breeders

Association (Incorporated)”, which seal shall be fixed to all deeds and documents required to be
sealed, and to all notices required to be authenticated. Such seal, when required to be affixed to any
deed or document, shall be fixed thereto by two members of the Board, in the presence of the
Secretary, and such seal shall be kept at the registered office of the Association in custody of the
Secretary.

That the existing Rule 45.3 be revoked and replaced with the following:

45.3 The Board may initiate alterations to these Rules and shall prepare a notice of motion to amend or
replace these Rules. Approval of the notice of motion shall be sought from members of the
Association at either an Annual Meeting, a General Meeting or by way of postal ballot.

That the existing Rule 46 be revoked and replaced with the following:

Indemnity
46. The Board and each and every one of them respectively shall be fully indemnified by and out of the

funds of the Association against any loss, damage, expense or liability incurred by reason of or in
connection with any legal proceedings instituted against them for any act done, omitted or suffered
in relation to the performance or professed performance of their official duties.

That the existing Rule 48 be revoked and replaced with the following:

Cases not provided for
48. Should any case arise which is not provided for by these Rules, the same shall be dealt with in such

manner as the Board shall think fit.
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